About Deliverable 9.6

Deliverable 9.6 is a major academic publisher’s rolling e-journal to commence in January 2008 (dependent upon signature of contract) – specified in FIDIS work plan 4. It was classified as a ‘deliverable type other’ with the goal of delivering a long-lasting ISSN journal published by a major academic publishing house.

The contract with Springer, the publisher of Identity in the Information Society Journal (IDIS) was signed in December 2007 and the Journal was formally launched in January 2008 on the Springer portal at: http://www.springer.com/computer/programming/journal/12394 Currently with 12 original articles available with open access.

ISSN: 1876-0678

A report on the Journal’s set up and operation during the first year of 2008 is available in the following deliverable 9.7, completed in December 2008.